
Special Solvent 
Shampoo 

For Rugs and Carpets 

This specially formulated solvent shampoo has been developed for use as a bonnet 
scrub for rugs and carpets. It cleans quickly and thoroughly and lubricates the pad to prevent 
damage. Contains optical brighteners to restore original beauty to carpets by enhancing 
colors. No residue is left to resoil easily. 

The bonnet method of cleaning is the fastest, driest way to maintain your carpets. It should 
not be considered as a deep cleaning procedure like rotary brush shampooing or extraction. One 
or both of these cleaning methods should be incorporated into your maintenance program on an 
infrequent basis. But for a speedy way to top clean and remove spots, the bonnet scrub can't be 
beat. Bonnet scrubbing requires a special shampoo since there is very little detergent solution 
applied. With the mild action of the well lubricated mop type bonnet pad, the cleaner has to do 
most of the work. This product removes tough soil even when nearly dry with little or no agitation. 
Its solvent penetrates petroleum grease and oil and its detergent encapsulates the emulsified oil 
as well as water based soil to allow them to be vacuumed away easily. 

This product contains no harsh alkalis or petroleum solvents which might be harmful 
to sensitive carpet fibers or backing. It also liberates no obnoxious or irritating odor. This 
shampoo will not deluster fibers due to its neutral pH. 

This remarkable product may also be used as a prespray for traffic lanes when 
diluted with water or a "water side" spotter when used full strength. Often it is the only 
product you need to keep your carpets looking great. 

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: 

BONNET SCRUB - Dilute 1 to 10 up to 1 to 16 in warm water. Spray area ahead of 
buffer with Bonnet Scrub solution. Soak bonnet in solution and buff. Allow 
to dry and vacuum thoroughly. 
SPOTTING - Use straight. Apply a small amount to spotted area and agitate with a 
soft brush or scraper. Blot with clean absorbent white towel. Apply a small 
amount of water to spot. agitate and blot again. Repeat process if spot is not 
completely removed. 
PRESPRAYING - Dilute from 1 to 4 up to 1 to 8 with water. Spray large spots 
and traffic lanes with solution. Rake or agitate with a brush. Shampoo, 
bonnet scrub or extract as desired. 
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